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MILITARY ESCORTS ON THE SANTA FE TRAIL '
BY FRED

S. PERRINE

(Concluded)
In the New Mexico Historical Review of April 1927,
Vol. II, No. 2, was begun an article entitled "Military Escorts on· the Santa Fe Trail."
The Report of Major Bennett Riley was taken as
printed, from American State Papers, Military Affairs, vol.
.ix, pp. 277-280.
Since this article appeared, the writer has been able
to secure, through the courtesy of the War Department, a
photostatic copy· of Major Riley's original manuscript Repor-t; and also a copy of his personal J ou1·nal, covering the
same period.
A few corrections and emendations are necessary to
make the Report, as printed, correspond with the original
manuscript. Some confidential · statements in the manuscript have been deleted, and, for the reason that they v,rere
confidential, did not appear in the account printed in
American States Papers. Many changes in syntax and orthography occur between .the. original manuscript, and as
printed, which will not be noted here, as they are not essen~ial to a perfect understanding of the Report, and only
where the meaning is obscure or radical deviations from
the original are made, will any corrections be noted.
Page 181, line 7, the following should be inserted after the word
"succeeded:" "it is now my opinion that it did more injury to the
cattle than all th!;! rest of the campaign, and that they have never
got over it."
line 17, should read,-"have all been. killed and scalped to a
rnan; but fortunately for them .
,;
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last line should read,-"my answer to all their communications, in one marked F. We parted on the ... "
Page 182, line 8, read,-"good as we could get at that point.
The woods ab9v:~ was a little. . ."
line 17, read,-"that was a proof of the danger, but added
that they. ~ ."
Page 184, line 13, read,-"and when within about one hundred
and fifty yards fired a volley;"
Page 185,- line 10, read,-'~four oxen, ten public horses and nine
private and four public mules;"
lin~ 25, read,-"Lie11tenant Cooke instead of "Brooke."
line 27,' read,- checking instead of "charging."
lin~ 32, afte~ the 'word "country'~ .two lines ~re deleted in the
original manuscript, neither do they appear in the printed report.
Page 186, line 1, read,_.:_Kiaways iilst~ad of "Hiaways."
line 7, read, -Arter instead of "Astor."·
line 21, read-Lieutenant Van Swearingen instead of Lieutenant "Swearingen."
Page 187; line 14, re.ad,-surprised instead of "dispersed."
line 18, read,-coming instead of "crossing."
lines 29-30, read,-"The enemy )laving gathered on the left
flank, the 6 P [six-pounder] was moved to that point."
Page 188, line 21, the original manuscript shows three of four
words deleted following the word "pursuit."
line 22, in original, twelve lines deleted after word "retreat."
The deleted lines possibly were Major Riley's opinion of Captain
Pentland's action.
line 26, read,-"Arter and Nation."
Page 189, line 15, read,-"every few days" instead of "every day."
line 19, read,-rations instead of "ration>
line 36, read,-32 Cwt. instead of "thirty-two."
Page 191, line 5, read,-"the documents marked H. & I." instead
of H. T. P.
line 19, read,-"his troops and Tause [Taos] Indians."
Page 191, line 27, read,-"almost every day" instead of "every
day."
This original Report is endorsed as follows:
. 74
Cantonmt Levenworth
Novemr 22d 1829
Brevet Majr. Riley
6th Regt · of Inf.
to
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Brevet Brigr Gen
Leven worth
Reports, his return, and
the. result of his 'expe: '
dition on the Santa 'Fe
Road etc etc
(Accompanying dOC!J.II).I:!!J.tS ilF.!l
marked from A to K inclusive)
Reed Jany 7th- 1830.·

The Jo~rnal mentioned in Major :R,Hey'::; Repprt, is
written in the same hand as the Rep9rt, n..ei~h~r being in
the hand writing of Major Riley, but evidE:liJ.tly the w9rk of
his Adjutant, Lieutenant James F. Izard.
The following is an exact copy of the J oumal. Like
many of the journals 'of the period, the pun~tqat!9n ifi! of
the "dot ~:nd dash" sy~te!p.; a:n.d the manuscript f~i:rlY
bristles with colons ~nd serp.i~colons. Some times a sep.tep.~~
is closed by a period and a dash, and in some instarwes, to
make sure that the reader will not run two sentences to,.
gether, a period and two dashes separate them. Capital
letters are sprinkled with a lavish hand thru the manus~:r~Pt, b~fthe ~rtP.o~r~phy is far ~poye th,e l]sual. The long
"s" is ~seq thrqout the n~:rr~tiv~ in confo:rma:nce wjth tn~
style of the period.
With this introduction we-present the original J()urnal·
of Major Bennett Riley.
'

Journal .of the expedition .of a :Oetac}).ment ()f fplJr ~.omp~nies
of the 6th Regiment of Infantry from Jefferson Barracks Mo. to
the c;r9fsi:ng .of tl).~ A-r~~I)._sas ;river by the S~nta Fe trace; ()Jy way
of Canton~ent Leavenworth.)
.
The expedition being ordered for the protection of the Santa Fe
trade, it has been advertis~~ py Gepl. Atkinso;n,' that the tropps will
march fr.oq~ the Cantonment ~l:J~mt the l•t. of Jui).e,,In conformity to instructions, the l•t. Battalion left Jefferson
~arr~ck!! on th~ 5th, of ¥ar ~n th~ St(_!a:rp.)Joat Pial).!), for Cant. Le;1venworth·
· ·
·
The following are the names of the officers who accompany the
expedition1. He!lrf Atkinson, was bom in North Carolina, and served re~pectively in
the srd:45tli', s7th;-~n"ci Sth in'r~ntey. "Ii~ w;;s b~e~~tt~ ·B~'iiradier Q!!~er~i· ~!'Y
13, 1820. He di'ed June 14. 1842.
·
' ·
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Bt. Mayor Riley Comt."
2d. Lieut. Izard Adjt." ,
2d. Lieut. Brooke A. A. Qr. Mr. & Com. Sub,•
Doctor Nicoll Afst Surgeon."
Capt. Wickliffe Comg. Compy. F.•
Cnpt. Pentland Comg. Compy. B.'
Ist. Lieut. Waters Comg. Compy. H.8
2d. Lieut. Van Swearingen Comg. Compy. A.•
2d. Lieut. Dorr.10
2d. Lieut. Searight.11
2d. Lieut. Cooke.12
2d. Lieut Sevier.'"

Lieut. Brooke left St. Louis on the 20th of April on his way by
land to Cant. Leaventh., with orders to purchase transportation at
Franklin14 and Liberty: 15 with a view to lefsen the great quantity
of subsistence necefsary for so long a march and stay in a section
·of Country where it cannot be procured, the teams are to consist of
oxen and a considerable proportion purchased in the subsistence
department, to be used for beef as the loads are lightened.
May 6th.
The boat arrived early this morning at Belle Fontaine ;'6 a hundred Sabres & a hundred pairs of holster· pistols were here taken
2. Bennett Riley, see New Mexico Historical Review Vol. ii No .. 2 p 177 note 1.
3. James Farley Izard, ibid Page 183, note 14.
4. Francis J. Brooke, ibid Page 178, note. 3.
5. William Howard Nicoll, born in New York state, and served respectively
as surgeons mate, post surgeon and assistant surgeon. Was appointed Major and
Surgeon July 28, 1830. Died March 5, 1831.
· 6. William N. Wickliffe, see New Mexico Historical Review, Vol ii, No. 2, p.
181, note 12.
·
7. Joseph Pentland, ibid Page 183, note 15.
8. George Washington Waters, ibid Page 184, note 17.
9. Joaeph Van Swearingen, ibid Page 184, note 18.
10. Gustavus Dorr, was born in the state of Massachusetts, graduated from
West Point, Class of 1825. He served in the 6th ·Infantry from 1825 to 1843,
and was dropped from the ·rolls in 1843. Died January 16, 1855.
11. Jos~ph Donaldson Searight, see New Mexico Historical· Ret•iew, Vol. ii,
No. 2, Page 182, note 13.
12. Philip StGeorge Cooke, see ibid Page 184, note 16.
13. Robert Sevier, see ibid Page 188, note 19.
14. Franklin, Mo., see ibid Vol. ii No. 3, Page 270 note 5.
15. Liberty, Mo., see ibid Vol. ii No. 2, Page 180, note 11.
16. Belle Fontaine, n~ar the mouth of the Missouri, occupied by troops from
:1803 to 1826.
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aboard: they are to bE) used if called for by Gov. Miller" of. Mifsouri
by a volunteer (!ompany of Militia, which he is endeavouring to raise,
to accompany the caravan beyond the Mexican line to Santa Fe;
considerable danger being apprehended on that part of. the route.
The boat came to for the night 12 miles above St. Charles.'".
On the 9th of May. she pafsed the Steam boat Duncan at 5
o'clock P. M.: she came to at night a mile above FranklinMay 13th.
The rudder of the Steamboat was accidentally broken at 3 o'clocl_{
P. M.: the boat was in consequence detained for the rest of the day.
May 14th.
A new rudder was completed by 12 o'clock: the boat reached
at sunset 2 miles above the mouth of the Little Platte river.
17. The following information relative to Governor Miller, was supplied me
oy Miss Stella M. Drumm, "of the Missouri Historical Society.
"John Miller, editor, soldier· third Governor of the State of Missouri, and member of Congress, was born in Berkeley County, Virginia, November 25, 1781, and
died at Florissant, St. Louis County Missouri, March 18, 1846. Reared on a farm
wi.th the advantages of only a common school education, he showed the military
inclination of his character when a boy by playing soldier, with himself at the. head
of a company. While a young man he removed to Steubenville, Ohio, and published
there the Steubenville Gazette. When the War of 1812 came on his martial spirit
and abilities caused him to be appointed general of the State militia of Ohio, and
afterward, colonel in the United States Army, in command of the Nineteenth
Infantry, serving under General William Henry Harrison. On one occasion, while
General Harrison was concentrating his forces at Fort Meigs for the invasion of
Canada, the ·British, under the cover of night, erected a battery of six guns in
annoying proximity to the fort, and General Harrison, calling his colonels togeth~r.
asked them, one by one, who would undertake to capture it, and Colonel Miller,
irritated at the unmilitary method, bluntly said. "I'll try, sir," and taking a detachment of 350 men, Kentucky volunteers, with a few regulars, he charged the
battery, defended by double the number of British and Indians, captured the guns,
spiked them, and returned to the fort with a considerable body of prisoners. Colonel
Miller served on the Canadian border till the close of the war, and was then ordered
to Missouri. In 1817 he resigned his position in the army, settled in Cooper County
and was appointed register of lands, whi~h place he held for eight years. In 1825
he was elected Goveronr to· fill the· vacancy caused by the death of Governor Bates.
There were two other candidates in the field, Judge David Todd a~d William C.
Carr, and the canvass was remarkable for the bitter personalities with which it
was conducted. The vote stood, for Miller 2,380; Carr, 1,4';0; Todd, 1,113. In
1822 he was re-elected for a full term, and his administration was long remembered for the unusual agricultural prosperity that marked it. In 1836, four years
·after his retirement from the Governor's office, he was elected one of the two
Representatives in Congr~ss from Missouri, and he was re-elected in 1838 and again
in 1840, serving for three terms with distinguished honor."
18. St. Charles, Mo., located on the Missouri River, and mentioned by many
of the early western travelers. One of the oldest French settlements on the Missouri.
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May 15th.
At 12 o'clock the boat arrived at Cantonment Leavenworth. We
were received with a Salute of 15 guns: the battalion encamped immediately on the bank of the river.
Lt. Brooke had ·arrived 3 days before. He had been succefsful
in making the necefsary purchases of transportation.
May 16th.
Five companies of the 3d. Infantry embarked in keel and mackinaw boats left this morning for Jefferson Barracks, when Maj.
RilEiy afsumed command of the post.
''
May 17th.
At Reveillie the troops were moved into quarters: at 12 o'clock
the remaining 3 companies of the 3d. Regt. left in the Steam boat for
below.
White Plume,19 head chief of Kansas, proposed to-day to the Sacs,
that they should unite with his peopl~ in taking adv;mt<J,ge of the
prot-ection of our expedition to hunt in the Pawnee country: they
were advised by Mr. Bean"' Indian subagent not to . accede to the
proposal.
Maj. Riley informed White Plume that if hi~? tribe wished to !\Ccompany the troops, they would be protected, but that they must
by no means expay [expect] pay or provisions. He replied, that he
would C9nsult with his people.
:May 2~d.
Lt. Brooke returned to day from Liberty, where he has been on
duty since the 18th inst: he brought with him his purchases, .consisting of 1~ waggons, 1 <;art, & 60 yoke of oxen, which are al~ left
on the opposite bank of the river un<ler charge of a gu~rd: there
are 5 carts, 12 yoke of oxen, & 10 mules & horses at this post that
are to be used for the expedition.
May 26th.
Lt. Sevier was sent today to t4e Kansas river with or<lers tq
examine & make a report on the state of the road if any, and the
ferry or ford.
19. White (Plume lllanche; Wompawara, )le who scares al) ln!'n) Wll~ ~
Kansas chief. He is mentioned by James, in Long's Expedition, (Thwaites' Early
W""tem Travels Series, Vol. ;xiv, p .177) llS .ll ve~y imp 0 rt..n~ rna;,, a:n!J ;~d~t~~~!i
to become the leader of the. nation," als_o mentioned in De S~net's "~etters a:n~
Sketches, ibid Vol. xxvi_i p 201.
2!). J\!ajor J onathau ~- Bean. was Gov.ernmcnt Sub,agent t<> the f!iou;x fro_'!'
1827 to 1834.
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;May 28th.
This evening Lt. Sevier returned; he reports that it will be necefsary to build a boat to cross the Kansas; & that the road, or
rather, tmil is much cut up by precipitous 'ravines & creeks.
It is thought the best route' for the detachment to the Santa
Fe trace, is by the opposite bank of the Mifsouri; 'where there is
tolerable road for 25 miles down, which strikes the river at a ferry:" 1
this ferry is within ten miles of Independence,"" thro' which the trace
pafses: by either route the waggons & oxen must crofs the Mifsouri
river: so that the only argument in favour of going by the rlght
bank, & 'crofsing the Kansas, is, that it is the most direct by nearly
50 miles: Maj. Riley has determined to take the road on the left
bank.
·
A large detail of men, is constantly employed in finishing, the
gardens commenced by the 3d. Regt._ The mechanics of thl:! detach~
ment, are, & will be employed, till the last moment in repairing
carts, making sideboards & bows for the waggons, mefs chests for
companies & officers, &c.

a

June 1•t.
Today the transportation acrofs the Mifsouri of oxen & carts,
of subsistence & other stores, is commenced: the battalion will march
from the opposite bank June the 4th.
June 3d.
The battalion crofsed the river & encamped on the bank.
June 4th.
The battalion marched at 12 o'clock; the morning having been
consumed in loading waggons; the oxen, too, had 'strayed, & were
collected with much difficulty: the rear gu'ard marched at 3 o'clo~k
P.M.
A Sergeant, 2 Corporals, & 18 men are left at Cant. Leaventh.,
a number of whom are in hospital:- A 6 lb. field piece is carried
on the march:- Light Co. B. is ~quipped with yagers: the guard
consists of a Subaltern, Sergeant, 2 Corporals, and 24 men, which
are divided into an advance and rear guard: Next in the order of
march comes the 6 pounder, with a waggon of fixed ammunition:
next the Companies, followed by the baggage train.
21.
through
then in
Kansas
· · 22.

Crossing the Missouri River into Missouri, the road passed about due east
the present location of Platte City, where it crossed the Little Platte,
a south-easterly directio~ to the ferry, which was 'located near the present
City, Mo. H~re the road joined the Santa Fe trail.
Independenc~:· Mo., see ·Thw'ai~e~; Early Western Travels Vol. xix p 189.
•

•

.-. •

f•

··:·

-·

•:
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The hattn. reached this evening, the river Platte, 8 miles
the Mifsouri; the rear came up at 10 o'clock at night, the
panies crofsed over .and encamped on the further bank, the
gons remaining on the opposite side. The road is very hilly,
other respects difficult of pafsage.
.

from
Comwag& in

June 5th.
The waggons were crofsed .with much difficulty by 12 o'clock;
the banks on each side of the river being very . high & steep. The
companies had marched at 9 o'clock; they were halted 4 iniles from
the river in a small prairie to await "the arrival of the rear: during the halt it rained; ·this was of great benefit to the cattle which
had suffered much from the heat. at 5 o'clock the march was continued: several creeks were pafsed this afternoon, which required
double teams to crofs the waggons: the battalion encamped on a
ridge the farther bank of a stream 6 miles from the Little Platte.
June 6th.
The battalion was in motion at 6 o'clock; the air is delightfully
cool, the moshettos which have been very annoying, have in consequence entirely disappeared: the march lays thro' an extensive
prairie, the road deep from yesterdays rain: having reached the
woods the road is very hilly. the Camp was established at 4 o'clock,
after a march of 10 miles performed in 8 hours.
June 7th.
The detachment marched af 7 o'clock: the road is very bad &
hilly detaining the march at every moment; the Camp was established between 3 & 4 o'clock P. M. within a mile of the Mifsourli
river, & 8 miles from last nights camp. Today two men deserted.
June 8th.
Last night 3 men deserted.
At Reveillie 2 companies under command of Capt. Wickliffe
.moved forward and crofsed the river Mifsouri at the ferry: 8 or
10 waggons, the field piece, & teams were crofsed during the day.
We were visited by several of the trading company; they stated
their waggons were on ~heir way to the trace; and on the supposition that they would move too fast to. 1ceep company, they wished
to make arrangements relative to the return &c.
June 9th.
All the baggage was crofsed today two companies & their· carts
still remaining on the opposite bank.
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June lOth. ,
The pafsage was completed this morning by 9 o'clock when the
detachment was put in motion.
Capt. Petland with two men, returned express, this morning to
the Cantonment; it is for the double purpose of bringing the mail,
& the pursuit of the deserters.
The detachment reached the prairie & encamped at sunset; the
days march is 8 miles.
June 11th.
The line was in motion at 5 o'clock; we immediately entered the
prairie which rolling endlefsly into hills, extends to the Arkansas;
its face presenting but the single variety of a few small creeks
accompanied occasionally by slight strips of timber.
The nearly constant breeze on large prairies, like that of the
· Sea, and created by the same causes, renders traveling on them,
which otherwise, at times would be impracticable from heat, quite
pleasant.
The detachment was halted between. 11 & 12 o'clock at a fine
spring on the right' of the trace; it was found necefsary to abandon here a worn out cart.
The battalion then marched until sunset, pafsing no running
water; at intervals of a mile or two, within a half mile of the trace
is to be found tolerable standing or stagnant water in sinks; but no
wood.
At sunset 've reached the Round23 Grove, having marched 25
miles; a great distance for oxen; and farther by 10 miles than it
had been thought they were capable going: it decidedly proves that
the caravan will not be delayed by keeping, in company.
The whole trading company was found here encamped; it consists of more than 70 individuals who have 37 waggons.
An interpreter of the Pawnee language, who was hired at Cant.
Leavenworth, this morning joined the detachment.
June 12th.
The battn, was as usual in line of march at sunrise Making a
halt of two hours at noon, .at a small creek, it encamped after marching about 18 miles in 9 hours; the Caravan came up .shortly after.
The troops were tonight ordereq to cook 2 days rations; the
commanding officer having been informed that no wood can be obtained tomorrow night.
23.

Round Grove, see New Mexico Historical Review Vol. ii No. 2

p

179 note 4.
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June 13th.
The Detachment marched 13 miles & encamped on the. verge of
a ravine or sink, containing bad water: there is no wood: to-day
was. very warm it was necessary to make repeated halts without
water, on ac~ount of the oxen: Capt. Pentiand came up at noon; he
brought with him one of the deserters.
June 14th.
The battn. marched 22 miles & arrived at 10 o'clock P. M. at
"110"' mile C'reek." here was found pools of stagnant water, the
first that was to be had in a warm and fatigueing days march of
. 12 hours.
June 15th.
Reveillie was beaten this morning but 4-1/2 hours after tattoo:
the battalion encamped at sunset; it made the usual halt during the·
heat of the day: the march was interrupted by the pafsage of several dry creeks with high & steep banks, we advanced but 15 miles.
June 16th.
The Detachment pafsed in a march of 15 miles 4 small creeks,
which, as on yesterday, were the cause of considerable detention:
the camp was established on the farther bank of the 4th., at sunset.
June 17th.
The road today is over hilly & broken ground the . days tnarch
is but 12 miles; the battalion encamped on a timbered stream, one
of the many 'smali tl.·ib!ltarie's of the Neosho, or .Gr.and River, which
have been pafsed in the liast three days.
.iu'ne 1Sth.
The battalion r~ached Courici.l25 Grove on the Neosho, at 9 o'clock
A. M., having marched 7 miles: here the Camp was immediately
established: it is ordered that a halt will be made until June 20th.
the men are eitgaged in washing clothing &c.
Council Grove is 140 miles from Fort Osage"• and rather more
tha'n half way to where the h·ace first strikes the Arkansas river.
Th'e oxen are in ·as good order
they were on 'the Mifsouri
river; 'the inen all in fine health.

as

24. 110 Mile' Creek, so named for its distance from Fo~t Osage.
25. Council Grove see New Mexico Historical Review Vol. ii' No. 2 p 179 note 5.
26. Fort Osage, site originally recommended by Lewis and Clark, abandoned
as a military post, upon the erection of Fort Leavenworth in 1827.

-~---

-----~-~~---
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June 19th.
Two trusty men were sent back exprefs to the Cantonment;
they are mounted \On ·mules; they are the bearers of a package of
letters, and are ordered to bring the mails for 2 weeks:
June 20th.
The battalion marched 15 miles to Diamond" spring by one
-o'clock the usual halt was lengthened till 5. o'clock, awaiting the arrival of the ca1'avan; the Camp was then established for the night.
June 21st.
The prairie this morning afsumes a more level form than heretofore; the gtafs short, no timber, indicating streains, to be seen.
there was found in the road this forenoon a piece of bark on which
was .cut words to the following effect: viz. that the Pawnee Picts
had killed one of the. Kansas; that the rest of the party had ciofsed
to th~ head waters of Kansas river; adding "You had better look
out for them., June 4<h.''
The Camp was established at dusk near a pool of stagnant water;
& no wood to be had: to day's march is. 24 miles.
June 22d.
Th'e Hne waso in inotioil at 4 o'~Clock, in 4 hom·s~it 1·eaclied the
Cottonwood fol'k of the N eo'sho: a halt was made to cook breakfast';
were then informed that the next wood and water is 18 miles
distant, farth'er than could be marched to"day. The camp was ordered
to be established.
June 23d.
The battalion encamped at 6 o'clock P. M. at a small stream on
which there is no wood. The usual halt was made at noon but without water: the day's march is 19 miles.

we

J line '24th.
It wa·s discovered at reveillie that 6 .horses were mifsing: 3 of
them were the property of officers. &.3 of the sutler: men were immediately sent out after them, & nearly the whole day was spent
'in an ineffectual search; it is supposed by sOiile, that they were stolen
by Indians.
.
A man arrived 'this forenoon exprefs fro'm Can't. 'Leave'nworth;
he was the bearer of one mail which contained nothing of importance:
he did not meat (sic) the exprefs sent in from Council Grove.
27.

Diamond Spring, near the town of the same name. in Morris Co., Kan.
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Buffalo dung was made use of today, for fuel, in cooking; there
being no wood.
·
June 25th.
The battalion marched 25 miles: reaching the Little Arkansas28
river at 8 o'clock P. M.; the usual halt was rendered necefsary at
noon, by the heat, there was however no water: the oxen have been
15 hours without being watered.
The.pttle Arkansas is at present about 10 feet wide; the banks
which it appears to overflow, are 15 feet high and very steep.
June 26th.
The troops were em}Jloyed until 7 o'clock' A. M. in digging down
the banks of the river, and in otherwise rendering it pafsable by
waggons: the detachment & caravan had crofsed by 10 o'clock; the
day's march was then commenced: the heat is excefsive; the battalion marched but 10 miles, making a long halt at noon, & reaching a creek at sunset: we were today, for the first time, deserted
by the prairie breeze.
An Officer & 12 men were sent ahead this morning, for the
J>U:t:pose of hunting buffalo; they however saw none.
June 27th.
The Detachment marched 20 miles, & encamped at sundown on
the .bank of the Arkansas river: it rained hard all the forenoon;
neverthelefs, during the afternoon, while crossing the sand hills
bordering the river, the heat was almost insupportable; the mules
of the caravan appeared to suffer as much as the oxen: The halt
for dinner was made today on a handsome stream called Cow
creek.""
June 28th.
After an 8 hours march in sight of the Arkansas, the battalion
reached Walnut30 Creek, having advanced 15 miles; this is the largest stream we have yet .pafsed: the Camp was established on its
farther bank.
Soon after .our arrival, . it was reported, that a large herd of
buffalo, the d'irst that have been seen, was within a mile or two 10f
28. Little Arkansas River, see New Mexico Historical Review, Vol. ii No. 2 p
191 note 22.
29. Cow Creek, see ibid page 179, note 6, also ibid Vol. ii No. 3 p 269 note 2.
30. Walnut Creek, see ibid page 272 note 10.
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the camp: a hunting party was immediately sent out, it succeeded in
. killing but one.
I
June 29th.
The march was detained until 7 o'clock, in waiting ·for the arrival of the ni.eat;
quarter· was presented to the traders.
The march was then continued without interruption till dusk,
when the battalion reached Ash"'- cre~k, which has at 'present no
running water: the caravan had stopped at noon and came up some
time later: the day's march is 22 miles. Many thousands of buffalo
were around us, during the day: a good supply of meat was obtained.

a

June 30th.
One of the men who left the line yesterday to hunt, did not come
up at night: he was found and brought in by 7 o'clock this morning•
.It had been intended to muster the troops in the afternoon att
the Pawnee Fork of the Arkansas : 82 the' morning being thus· broken
in upon, they were mustered and inspected at 11 o'clock: the battalion in the afternoon marched to the Pawnee Fork, 7 miles..
This. stream is but little larger than Walnut Creek.
July 1st.
The .troops were today put on half rations of flour; the pork
with. the exception of 16 rations for the command, which are reserved
for the return march, is expended.
·
The battalion was in line of march at 5 o'clock A. M.; making
the usual halt at noon on raccon83 (sic) Creek, it encamped at night
at ·a point on the same stream, at which there were a few dead trees
having marched 18 miles.
July 2d.
The Detachment marched 15 miles imd encamped for the night
-on the bank of the Arkansas. . There is no other than drift wood.
A hunting party under charge of an· officer, and provide.d with a
cart, was detached this morning: it obtained a sufficient supply of
buffalo meat..
It has been stormy for 24 hours; tonight it rains hard: the
caravan has not come up.
31.
32.
:town of
33.

Ash Creek, in Pawnee Co. Kan., about 300 miles from lhdcp(mdctlca.
Pawnee Fork of the Arkansas, empties into the ArkanBao', _at the ·vresent
Larned, Kan.
Raccoon Creek see New Mexico Historical Review, Vol. li No. :J· P 2~5.
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July 3d.
. The caravan reached us at 6 o'clock A. M.; having no wood,
& the buffalo dung being wet, they had cooked or ate nothing; they
were waited for until 9 o'clock, when the day's march was commenced. , Thl;l battalion encamped at sunset on the bank of the
Arkansas, after a march of. 18 miles. The diarrhoea has been generally caused by the change from salt to fresh diet: a few of the
men have in consequence been placed upon the sick report: we are
informed it is always the case on the route, upon entering the buffalo
countl;y.
July 4th.
The Detachment marched 18 miles and encamped at 6 o'clock at·
the "lower cro:llsing!' place; it is generally called the Caches,"' an
old company having cached here their goods.
At dark the exprefs sent from Council Grove, arrived 9 days
:llrom Cant. Leavenworth.
Reveillie this morning was preceeded by one gun, an extra ration
of whiskey was i:llsued to the troops: this is a slight "celebration,"·
but equal·to our means.
July 5th.
It was understood until 8 o'clock this morning that a rest of

several' days would be made at this point·: it was even thought that
the caravan would crofs here, and leave us; it was at that hour
made known that the company would proceed to the ''Upper Crofsing,'"'" and immediately: it is 70 miles above. The detachment of
cour.se accompany· them: altho' the clothing. of the men needs washing very much, and the days ration is not cooked, owing to a scarcity .
of wood, and the anticipation, of remaining here.
' The battalion· encamped in a river bottom, at 1/2 past 6 o'clock,
having marched about 16: miles; it was- necefsary today to pafs over
tli,e blu:l1fs, or hills, which occasionally- put in to the water's edge:
the weather is cool, the wind extremely high.
July 6th.
The command· marched· to-day 19 mites,-a hunting party detached
in the morning brought in at night 6 buffalo.
34.

The Caches. about 5 miles west of Dodge
·.;f .the .Arkansas.' .. .. . . " .

35.
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July 7th.
The Detachment marched 10 miles before 111aking the usual halt
for dinner: the heat was now more intense than we have before
felt: A waggon having broken down, we were. spared· an attempt to
proceed. The buffalo today surround the column within 300 yards;
and extending as far as the eye can reach.
July 8th.
It rained steadily
last night, this has rendered the air quite
cool; such thro' out has been our good fortune: had· the weather for
the whole march been only as favourable as could have been reasonably expected; we probably would have accomplished the journey, ·
:it all, with great difficulty and suffering.
The batt''. marched· 18 miles, encamping as usual in a river bottom.
,
\Ve were witness this afternoon to a noble spectacle. An immense
bull, rendered furious by being constantly headed, chose the most
threatening outlet, by forcing a pcssage through the line: near it
he received several shots, one of which was mortal; he pafsed with
the speed of a horse close between two waggons, the blood spouting
from ·his mouth and nostrils: he ran a short distance surrounded. by
dogs which he kept at bay 'till he sunk majestically down and was
instantly dead.

all

July 9th.
At 11 o'clock A. 111. the Battalion. arrived. at the Upper Crofsing, which is 2 or 3 miles below. Cbouteau's. Island,~" and the limit of
the march.
·
These hv,o points. have been selected as crofsing. places, not on
account of the River, which is fordable anywhere, but the nature
of the country between them and the next Stream, the Semirone;» r
this place is considerably out of the. direct route, but much nearer
that stream than the lower ·crossing, which is taken. in wet seasons.
By the computation in this journal which is founded on the
general allowance of tw.o miles. for an hour's march,. the distance
the detachment has ma1·ched is 485 miles.
The traders ha:ve made a written communication to the comg.
officer appointing the time of their return to this place, between
the 5th. and lOth. of Oct.; the latter, as the limit of their stay.
36.
note 9.
37.

Chouteau's Island, see New Mexico Historical Review Vol. ii. No. 2 p 180
Cimarron River, see ibid page 179 note 7.
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July lOth.
The caravan commenced early the pafsage of the river; with
the afsistance of a few of our waggons and teams, it was accomplished without accident by 4 o'clock P. M.
A yoke of oxen has been turned over by the commandg. officer
to Capt. Bent38 of the caravan, to try the experiment of their ability
to go thro' the whole route to Sata Fe. (sic)
July 11th.
The buffalo, our dependence for subsistence have apparently
deserted us; it is doublefs (sic) owing to hard rains; the water
collecting in the many hollows, they are not under the necefsity [of]
coming to the river, from among thP- hills there is at present, how·
ever, in consequence but very little meat in camp.
The Caravan left the opposite bank of the Arkansas at 1 o'clock:
between5 and 6 P. M. a number of the company was to be seen returning at full speed; on arriving in camp they reported to the
Commanding officer, in substance, that having proceeded about 6
miles and being in the sand 'hills, the company was attacked by
war party of 4 or 500 mounted Indians, who had killed and scalped
one of their number, who was riding a short distance in advance;
& that the Indians were still near the company, when they left.
Orders were received to advance immediately: all was excite)nent and alacrity: at 7 o'clock the pafsage of the river was commenced: the water has been rising all day; it was now at places
nearly 5 feet deep, the distance to pafs over abt. 600 yards: yet in
two hours the whole had crofsed, and by moonlight; the night was
fortunately beautifully clear.
Two companies in advance marched immediately unincumbered
with baggage, the remaining half battalion, with the baggage train,
marched at 9 o'clock, under command of Capt. Wickliffe: perfect
silence prevailed;· 4 miles from the river we entered the broken
ground, or sand hills; frequently in no direction could be seen farther than 200 paces: at 1/2 past 12 o'clk. the command reached the
caravan. the moon was now down;-every thing was quiet:- the troops
received orders to lie on their arms till morning.

a

July 12th.
We found every thing confirmed except the number of Indians
which was probably not greater than 50.
At daylight some piquits (sic) established by the traders re38.

Captain Charles Bent, see ibid page 191 note 21.
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ported than [that] the Indians, unaware of the arrival of the battalion were advancing to the attack, & at the ·sound of Reveillie they
immediately retired.
Mr. Lamme"" the person killed received , 4 ball and 4 arrow
wounds: his arms, with which he was plentifully provided, & ·mule,
were taken: after his death the indians, continued to advance, until, (altho' they are stated to have acted very boldly), they were
frightened to a greater distance by the discharge 'of a one, or two,:
pound piece, the traders have, & a few rifles.
'
Mr. S. C. Lamme was the largest owner of the company. an
amiable and worthy man:- his remains were burien wrapt in blankets at 9 o'clock: his grave to prevent discovery by the indians was
dug in a small redoubt, or breastwork.
This spot is the worst for the afsailed that can be well imagined:
the area of a natural Am pi theatre! the tops of the Surrounding
hills within musket shot of the centre. A foe that does not push
such an opportunity, the attacked too in confusion, is certainly not
much to be dreaded: Armed frontier men, that could be induced to
obey the orders of a Capt. of their own selection, ought, to repluse
any number of these proverbially cowai;dly indians without the afsistance of a few Regulars.
The troops had now been without food for nearly 24 hours, had
performed a forced march in the night, during which the most of
them had stood nearly 2 hours in water: an ox was killed and cooked
immediately. At 9 o'clock the Battalion and Caravan ma_rched;
from this place for several miles to the prairie is a defile not cap...
able of admitting more than a waggon; the high ground was occupied by light troops.
The Camp was established at sundown, near stagnant water,
& 8 miles from last night's camp.
July 13th.
The Battn. marched 16 miles on a ::;tream called Drunken"" creek,
which contained no running water: to day's march was very severe
on everything; the prairie perfectly level, the short grafs withered
and scorched: the wind passing over this glowing plain, sirocco like,
was painfully hot: there was no water to be had for the whole day:the pools of water of Drunken creek, were filled with dead fish,
killed by today's heat.
It is determined to proceed no further in the Mexi~an territory:
the laws of national intercourse probably not sanctioning such- a step,
89. Samuel Craig Lamme, see ibid page 180 note 10.
40. No other informatior.with regardtoDrunken Creekas far ascan beascertained
is available. No mention of it can be found in nny contemporaneous or later account.
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the danger being no longer to our knowledge immediate, & pursuit
of the enemy not pretended and impracticable.
July 14th.
The battn. remained to day encamped; a number of the traders
are very irresolute as to continuing the journey: the representatives of the ~ompany, presented the Comg. offr. a lengthy paper
requesting. them 'to continue on; or at least to detach a company,
which they offered to mount and provision: many good reasons were
given to prove that the mexican government far from noticing or
being displeased at their coming would treat them with distinction,
and that they would consider it a flattering mark of confidence in
their good faith, and in their liberality in not expecting from them,
a merely punctilious afsertion of national rights: it was however,
not granted them; the timid members have been persuaded to proceed, and share_ the fortunes of the undivided body. A large supply
of buffalo meat was obtained today.
July 15th
The Battn. marched at 6 o'clock to retrace its steps: it reached
and encamped on the same ground, as on the 12th inst.
The Camp was alarmed last night by a shot from a sentinel:
the battn. was promptly formed: the alarm turned out to be false.
July 16th.
On entering the sand hills this forenoon, the march was detained,
by a negro servents (sic) being severely wounded by a shot from a
yager, the result of carlefsnefs in one of the men. We struck the
Arkansas at 11 o'clock several miles higher than the crofsing, & opposite. Chouteau's Island, where the camp was established.
July 24th.
The troops have remained inactive in camp: several hunting
parties, of an officer 20 or 30 men, have been sent out, which found
no difficulty in obtaining sufficient buffalo meat: it was intended
to have crofsed the river yesterday, but it rain.ed hard, and the river
has in consequence risen several feet.
July 26th.
The Camp was broken up at 12 o'clock: the river was· crofsed in
two hours: the camp was reestablished in a bottom of fine grafs
opposite; a quarter of a mile below is quite an extensive grove of
timber, which on the river shores, rarely occurs; the water of this
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river is quite as muddy as that of the Mifsouri, and at mid-day is
very warm: to obtain better for the several uses of camp, the companies commenced digging: at a depth of 5 or 6 feet was found
cool & pedectiy ciear water, which rose within 2 feet of the surface,
(the level of the surface of the river), a couple of barrels completed a
1•€n.'y_ cohvEmient well.
july 28th.
Morning and evening drills are ordered to commence today.
The men are without pork, beans, vinegar, soap & whisk~y drawing oniy half rations of flour and 'sait: the supply of buffalo n1eat
has hitherto been rather tincerta'in.
·
July 31st.
Four discharged men set out this n1orning for the ·settiements,
they were armed with muskets; they were thought by the co~malld
ing officer to run too great a risk to be intrusted with public papers:
they were however the bearers of a large package· of letters.
At tattoo '3 of their number, returned with a detachmimt that
have been below -hunting since i'eveillie:
They reported that having proceeded perhaps 18 miles they were
suddenly approached by a party of 30 mounted indians, thus taken
by surprise, they made sighs of peace, and rashly permitted them to
come up: the indians considering them Completely in their power,
did not immediately molest them, but il}.ade signs that they shouid
mourit; while at the same tiine the whole were in motion.
[ · ] Recovering theii' presence of mind, they gradually attained a dis"
tahce of 49 paces from the indians, when they might have ail ,got
off safe: but one of their number insisted upon stopping to bid thein
good bye, which he did; having given them tobacco, -& in the act
of shaking hands; the universal sigh of friendship; one Of these
treacherous savages placed the miizzle of his guii against his breast
a'hd fired: ohe of qis companions; cautioning the others not to follow
his example, immediately fired; when an indian was seen to fali from
his horse; who; together with the arms & dress of Got'don, the man
killed, was borne of at :fuil speed.
The indians the·n endeavoured to surround, & pursued the little
partY about a mile; but by pres(!nting occasiohaily their muskets;
they kept them at a respect:fui distance, ahd finally got off; WithoUt another. shot being fired; they lost hOWever their pac"lts; conta.ing (sic) letters, clothing; ammunition &c.
They are indeJ;lted in all probability, to the hunting party, for
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their safety, the indians had no doubt seen it, if not, cowards, as
they arc, they would have at least pursued farther.
.
.
The hunting party detained by one of these men who was exhausted by _fatigue, did not return till tattoo: since dark it has stormed very f'leverely. ·
·
·
.
Thus are we opposed to a well mounted though otherwise contemptible enemy, and in consequence are forced to remain painfully
on the defensive, bearing unavenged insult and occasional lofs.
Aug .. 1st.
A Detachment of 2 officers & 40 men; under command of Capt.
Wickliffe, proceeded down the river at 8 o'clock with orders to bury
the dead body of Gordon. it returned at 10 o'clo~k at night, having
· marched about 40 miles without having accomplished its object: the
guide became completely bewildered.
August. 3d.
Lt. Izard with 36 men left c~mp at reveillie with the double
object of renewing the search for the body, and hunting. he took
with him 2 of the men that were with.Gordon when killed, as guides.
At 1/2 past 2 o'clock the camp was alarmed by the discharge of
firearms it proceeded from the cattle guard which was a half mile
above the camp: large bodies of mounted indians were seen to approach the river about 500 paces above, at full speed, both from the
right bank, and over the opposite hills. Lt. Co. (B) then under
command of Lt. Dorr, and· the Camp guard under Lieute. Oooke,
were immediately advanced from the left flank of the camp which
was threatened with an attack; they were ordered to attack the enemy
and keep him in check until the Battalion was formed in their rear.
The enemy's plan, evidently, was to form a junction of his two
bodies between the Cattle, which were feeding about a half mile
d~stant, and the camp, thus to cut them off: The remaining three
companies were soon formed on the left. flank: the enemy was prevented the accomplishment of his plan, by his· detachment on this
side of the river appearing too soon, and the check it received from
Comp. B, and the guard, which advanced to the attack in double
quick time: at the fire the enemy partially dispersed, and commenced
flanking, by the fleetnefs of their horses, they had soon completely
surrounded the camp at a distance of:4 or 500 paces.
It thus became necefsary to change the disposition of the troops.
Capt. Wickliffe's company was ordered to crofs the slough to the
island in rear of the camp; it gained its new position just in time
to stop the pursuit· of a body of the cattle, which were driven into
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camp; compy. (A), under Lt. V. Swearingen, filed out· of the line
and marched to the protection of the right flank; from which it
advanced about 400 paces in endeavouring to engage the enemy.
The guard was ordered. to take position in front of the Camp, for
its deferise in ~ase of a charge it being entirely deserted, tho' by the
present disposition covered on all sides.
While this change was taking place, (which was. the work of
but a very few minutes,) the indians remaining on the left flank
were still erigaged in attempts .to drive off, or disperse the cattle:
the principle part of which, however, ran down the sand bars of the
slough in the direction of the camp; the indians in pursuit at full
speed of them and their guard which consisted of but 5 men, one of
who, was overtak~n and shot down within 400 paces .of the Camp. At
this moment they received a volley from two companies under the
immediate command of Maj. Riley, which caused them to retire evidently with lofs, and without the scalp of the wounded man,
The Company on the island was at the same time firing upon
the enemy who covered the opposite bank: .their shields were observed
to afford them considerable protection. ·
The 6 pound field piece, under the direction of Lt. Searight had
eariy in the engagement opened from the front of the Camp a well
directed fire of canister; it caused the indians riding at the foot of
the hills to disperse at full speed: the piece was then directed up the
river, and several discharges of round shot fired; they pafsed in
ricochet thro' a dense body of the enemy, with what effect it is unknown.
On the right flank company A was considerably advanced, and
in pursuit of Indians who were driving off a large body of Cattle:
the comg. officer who was in camp, conceiving them to move too
slow to save them, ordered the signal, to advance double quiclc, sounded: Mistaking the notes, owing to the distance, they immediately
retired: the enemy thus succeeded in capturing that portion of the
stock; it. being too late to ·remedy this .unfortunate mistake, the
company was ordered to take position in the point of woods on the
river below, o~posite which was a ~ody of the enemy.
The main body of the Cattle guard had been actively engaged
during the engagement in driving the cattle as they came into camp,
into a pen on the right flank.
The Enemy now for some time continued to ride .round, uttering.
their war cry, and gradually increasing their distance, 'until having
all crofsed the river they slowly retired to the hills, where they all
collected, and discharged their pieces in the air.
The action lasted about 45 minutes. a·ur lofs, only one man killed,
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10 public horses and mules, 9 private hoTses, 53 oxen, (including 3
recovered killed, used as beef) and several wounded.
Our force engaged 140 officers & men.
Supposed lofs of the indians 8 or 10 killed or severely wounded,
their number between 3 & 400. 41
It is generally impofsible to ascertain the lofs of indians: it
being their point of honor to bear off their dead; which when mounted
they do with great facility: We judge of their lofs by the great
number, we saw dismounted. by our firing; & a gun, bows, & quivers
of arrows. &c. &c. found on the field; & by trails of blood, & drags,
by the side of horse tracks, on the sand bars.
It is singular that a fine indian horse ran during the engagement into the cattle !)en adjoining the camp: he was however suffered to escape.
.
The indians were well mounted, and rode with astonishing boldnefs and safety: it is impofsible to tell, certainly to what tribes they
belong: they were most probably, Kiawas Camanches, and Aripahoes; & perhaps Pawnee picts: their arms were guns, bows, the
lance & shield.
We were all now very anxious to hear from the party under
Lt. Izard which had not retuTned: a company was ordeTed to proceed down the river, to his afsistance, if necefsary: it met him within a half mile of Camp: he had not seen the enemy but hearing the
firing at several miles distance had hastened on, but arrived too late
to shaTe in the engagement. three horses that were with this detachment are the only ones left us.
·
The body was found and buried: it· was much eaten by wolves.
Augst. 4th.
The private killed was buried this morning at 10 o'clock with
the honors of war he received 13 wounds, but lived until sunset.
41. The following letter taken from American State Papers Mil. affs., Vol. vii
pp 957-958, from Maio~ Riley to lion. Lewis F. Linn, "Senator of the U. S.," dated
Camp Sabine, Louisiana, Augtist 28, 1837, reads as follows,- "Again, on the Santa
Fe road August 3, 1829, when I defeated eight hundred Indians with one hundred
and fifty, and killed and wounded forty of the~; and again defeated ·them on the
lOth November. [Should be August 11.] Sir, if I had received brevets fo~ all these
actions only, I should have been a colonel by brevet, September 11, 1834. A:iul
now, Sir, all I ask is, to be lieutenant colonel by brevet. • • I am more anxious
at this time than I was heretofore, for I wish my son, when he grows up, to see
and hear that his father has served his country honestly and faithfully, by gallantry.
My services are well kr.own ; but I wish my name to be on the records of mY
country for gallant services." . . •
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Aug. 5th.
Repeated alarms were given to the guards last night by the
noise of a great number of what was thought to be horses crofsing
the river: it is now tolerably well ascertained they were wolves which
are in great numbers; they approach nightly very near the camp
& keep up a continual howling: some indian dogs are still prowling
round the camp. Two oxen were seen this morning to come down
to the opposite bank of the river with buffaloes. Co F. was ordered
to crofs, and drive in what number of them could be found; the corny.
was all the afternoon in the sand hills, but could only discover 8 or
10 that had been killed.
Aug. 7th.
An, ox that caJl!e down to the bank yesterday, was driven in: it
had received 4 wounds with arrows & bullets. at reveillie this morning the Camp was broken up: the battn. marched 8 miles down the
river, and encamped at 11 o'clock: a new form of Camp has been
drawn of (sic) by Lt. Izard; it is in the form of an octagon, 4 sides
occupied by tents in single rows: the other alternate sides protected
by waggons, in rows a little advanced; the officers tents, systematically arranged in the area: the oxen are at night tied to the waggons:
the guard is increased to 28 privates; which are joined at night,
by 8 others, or one third of the cattle guard. wells w,ere again dugthe water is slightly brackish: the grafs tastes strongly of salt; so
much so, that oxen will not lick the pure substance.
\
On establishing the Camp .we were surrounded by buffalo, a sufficient number of which were kiiled.
Aug. lOth. 10 o'clock
Had a man dropt amongst us from the clouds, we had not been
much more astonished, than to see a single emaciated soldier ap-'
proach the Camp: it proved to be Co1:pl. Arter a man that had been
left at Cant. Leavenworth; he was instantly surrounded; the sub-/
stance of his story is as follows-viz. He left Cant. L. 12th July in
·compy. with private Nation., in charge of a Mail: the night after
they left Council Grove, they were forced to sit up, to guard their
horses from a party of Kansas: the 7th day after, being some 25
miles below this place, they were attacked by about 15 Mounted Indians Armed with bows & spears; they were both wounded, Nation
dangerously in the breast, himself slightly: they however, got off
with the lofs of horses, mail, &c: Artet left Nation, after having
brought him ,on about 15 miles, & came up tb the crofsing,. where he
saw our trail acrofs the river. We were then encamped about 3 miles
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above on the same side of the river: supposing we had gone on, he
returned to Nation and remained 10 days subsisting on an ox we
had left to die, snakes. &c. - he thought he heard the firing on the
3d. inst., & came up to-day, I suppose, actuated by a faint hope that
was realized: he could give no idea of the contents of the mail, other
than that they were important.
·
A Detacht. of 40 men was immediately sent after the wounded
man: they took with them. a cart: They returned at 10 o'clock P.
M. having found him 12 or 15 miles below: he is dangerously wounded, sick, & emaciated.
A smoke was seen this afternoon to rise over the hills on this
side of the river·: it is supposed to be an indian signal.
Aug. 11th.
An alarm was given before day break this morning by the discharge of a sentinel's musket; the companies were promptly formed opposite their respective fronts: the alarm was false; the man is
thought to have fired at a wolf.
11 o'clock A. M.
Twenty or 30 indians were seen at a distance leading their
horses: the troops were turned out and remained under arms an
hour: at this moment 3 Hunters were on the opposite bank, where
they had killed 3 buffalo: they were called in by sound of the bugle;
as soon as the troops were dismifsed, Capt. Pentland with 18 men,.
a waggon & 3 yoke of oxen, was sent over the river to bring in the
meat: Soon after he had reached the. buffalo, and near 10 o'clock,
his party and the Camp were attacked by a bodies (sic) of about
150 Mounted indians: the Cattle which were very near camp, were
driven close in, & remained surrounded by their guard:. Capt. Wickliffe's company F. was immediately ordered to crofs the river and
· support Capt. &ntland: Compy. B. under command of Lt. Sevier
was ordered to supply its place, ·the attack being threatened from
this quarter:
Capt.. Wickliffe having reached the middle of the river found
Capt. Pentland and his command on a sandbar; when he saw the indians approach a man of his party [who] was 5 or 600 paces distant in pursuit of buffalo; the d~tachment immediately retreated
leaving this man, and the waggon & team to the m.ercy of the Enemy:
this Soldier, bugler King, had nearly reached the bank of the river,
the men state, turning repeatedly to present his rifle, (which was
most probably not loaded), & that. his G'ries were heard that they
should not desert him:- he was overtaken Surrounded, and received
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12 arrow wounds, each mortal: King was a brave, & remarkably
strong soldier; he is stated to have clubbed his rifle, & to have desperately resisted to his last: his butcher Knife was found bloody by
his side/ ·
It is stated by several, who counted them, that the indians on
that ~ide of the river, were not 20 'in number.
The Moment compy. F. reached the sandbar it was fired upon
by a small party of indians on the. bank; the fire was returned from
the whole compy., when the indians retreated; their fire was with
out effect, the balls pafsing over our heads: ·that· of ours is unknown.
there being now no enemy to be seen on that shore, the company
returned to some distance above on this. side, where a considerable
body of indians had collected; they retired beyond musket shot: uttering y~lls: the company here remained· standing on their arms,
spectators of the firing of the field piece; they saw
canister shot
strike and (sic) indian backwards from his horse, he was taken off
by those nearest him: they saw from this spot, also, for the 1st.
time the waggon on the .other side of the river driven towards the ·
hills by 10 or 12 indians: at this moment the Company received orders
to crofs the river and recover the dead body: on reaching· the opposite bank they were astonished to see the waggon and team
standing deserted a half mile off: Capt. Pentland with his party arriving immediately after, he was ordered to search for the body and
take it acrofs; Capt Wickliffe then proceeded with his company, &
receovered the waggon, the team was unhurt. why the indians should ·
thus leave It, after having it in their pofsefsion, is unaccountable.
Capt. P. had in the mean time found the body; the scalp was~----
gone.
The indians having now retired to a considerable distance, Co.
(F) cut up the buffalo, and brought·it in, in the recovered waggon.
In the afternoon a smoke· was again seen to rise above the opposite hills; doubtlefs some conventional sign: during the skirmish
3: large number of indians were seen standing on the hills, inactive
spectators.

a

Aug. 12th.
Between 2 and 3 o'clock this morning the Camp was again alarmed: th~ sound [of] indians and horses was distinctly he~rd by
the guard: at a shot from one of the Sentinels, the Companies were
quickly formed: they were advanced a short distance and slightly extended, thus nearly surrounding the Camp: they sat down so as to be
concealed by the grafs, and awaited the coming of the Enemy. they
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remained thus for 2 hours 'till broad daylight, no Enemy making his
appearance.

8 o'clock A .. M.
The indians can be distinguished at a great distance, the tx·oops
are not turned out: drills are ordered to be discontinued 'till furthe1~
orders.
Aug. 15.
We have seen since the 12th. inst. no sign of. the Enemy: it has
rained very hard: the buffalo have in consequence disappeared from
the river. A march is ordered on tomorrow.
Aug. loth.
The battan, marched at sunrise directing its course down the
river, the present order of march is, the waggons in two lines, a company in front, rear, and on each flank.
.
The battalion encamped 4 miles below; the new plan of encampment is still adhered to, being considered not only a great improvement, but in our. circumstances, a necefsary one.
Aug.. 20th ..
The troops remain inactive in camp; hunting parties, as usual
are frequently sent out.
The Camp was alarmed last night at 10 o'clock; the alarm turned
out to be false: at 8 o~clock tonight the alarm was again given, by
a shot from a sentinel;: the troops remained under arms a half
hour, when they were dismifsed, the alarm being considered false.
The weather is· very unsettled.; since dark the storm has been
appalling: vivid flashes of lightning; alone discovering ol•jects: to
att.aek by horse on such a night is impofsible.
Aug. 21th.
Rain water was last night 6 inches deep in many tents: the
battn. marched at reveillie; it encamped 10 miles lower down on the
river.
Aug. 28th .
Strong hunting parties have been sent out daily since the 24th.
inst.; thl) buffalo are at present obtained. with difficulty, an<! at a
distance of 5 or 6 miles. Priv. Nation who came on the last exprefs, fdied of his wound, at 10 o'clock P. M.
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Aug.' 31st.
The troops were mustered and inspected at 8 o'clock Nothing occurs at present worthy of notice. ,
Sept. 1~t.
The Camp was moved a half mile further down, at reveillie:
this was rendered necefsary by the effluvia of of (sic) decayed meat
unavoidably consequent upon 24 buffalo falo (sic) being butcllered
. in camp 2 days since. A new range of grafs was also required for
the G\tttle, which are kept within 3 or 400 paces of th,e Camp.
Sept. 2d.
The alarm was given at 12 o'clock last night, by a shot from a
sentinel; the troops were dismifsed after remaining a short time under
arms: the sentinel afserts he fired at· (sic) a ma~, if true, an
Enemy.
Sept. 8th:
A march of 44 miles \Vas made down ~he river, imm~diately after
reveillie.
·
Buffalo are obtained with great facility at present; generally
by small parties of the best hunters, 'stationed within bugle call,
under the opposite bank of the river.
Sept. 13th.
The Camp was moved this morning about 600 paces down the
river; this was solely for fresh grafs.
Sept. 19th.
Since the 14th. inst. it has been rainy weather; it is. probably
the equinoctial storm: it has also been very cold. we have put all
of our scant supply of Winter clothing in requi11ition: this morning
however, it cleared up: yesterday we had fires: toda~ it is disagreeably warm.
The buffalo, our sole 'dependence for subsistence have been very
scarce: a hunting party sent out this morning, returned 10 hours
after without one.
Sept. 21st.
The Battalion marched at sunrise on its return to the Upper
Crofsing: it Encamped at 10 o'clock .A. M. having marched 6 miles..
Sept. 26th.
The Battalion marched immediately after troop; still ascending
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the river; the camp was established at 3 o'clock after a march of
13 miles: it has again clouded up very cold.
We continue to obtain a sufficiency of fresh meat, of dried,
there is on hand, about 3000 weight.
Sept. 27th.
A horse seen at a distance of a mile or two, and at first thought
to be wild, was observed by the spy glafses strikingly to resemble one
lost on the 3d. of Aug.; it was caught, & found actually to be one
lost by an officer on that day.
Sept. 28th.
A board of survey was ordered this morning to examine the
waggons and carts: 4 of each were reported as worn out, & unfit for
service.
The Carpenters and other mechanics are engaged in repairing
the other waggons, & making tent pins, &c, of the best of the material
of those condemned.
Oct. 4th.
The camp was moved a few hundred yards, up the river immediately after troop: the weather is still rainy.
The most of the irons of the condemned waggons and carts were
cached to day near the present camp.
Oct.· 9th.
The officers of the Detachment were placed on the 7th inst upon
half rations of flour; it was discovered today that a great mistake
has been [made] as to its quantity: it was ascertained that there are
on hand 32 full rations of flour after the 18th inst., to which time. the
troops have received half rations, the same that they have received
for more than 4 months: the officers have been for some time upon
half rations of Salt.
Oct. lOth.
Tomorrow will be commenced the march to the interior. Im.
mediately'after troop the Camp was moved a few hundred yards, to
put in practice a new plan of encampment, service of guard, &c, rendered necefsary by the peculiar circumstances of the Detachment:
the plan was draughted by Lt. Izard. The Camp is arranged in the
forin of a rectangle, two sides of twice the length of the .others,
which are company fronts; the tents arranged in a single row, offs'
wall tent on the same line: l:).alf of each of the longer sides is covered
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by waggons: guard duty by company: the guard covering the waggon,
The object of the enclosed space thus obtained,
is a pen for the Cattle, in which there will be sufficient grafs for
each night, and obviating the necefsity of a strong detail, as an additional guard, for their protection.

~md of the rectangle.

Oct. 11th.
The- reveillie, preceeded by a shot from the six-pounder, was
beaten at first .dawn: the battalion marched at sunrise; the waggons
in two Jines, a company in front, rear, and on each flank. This
morning there is a heavy f·rost. ''l'he Detachment had proceeded but
3 ·miles, when a number of men on horseback, were to be seen following at full speed; they were soon discovered by the glafses to be
traders. The march of the detachment was continued to the first river
bottom where it .encamped.
The traders stated, they had left the caravan yesterday evening
24 miles from the Crofsing; that they were accompanied by an escort
of 200 men composed of Mexican regulars, and indian Militia; the
whole Under Command of ·Col. Vizcarra.'" They also stated that
there were about 2000 head of stock, horses, afses, &c. which were
in great part owned by several rich families of Spanish Refugees on
their way to the United States.
The Oaravan after being left by the Detacht. July 14th, had
reached Santa Fe without lofs of lives or property. On the 6th. inst.
on the Semirone, they engaged 130 indians who called themselves Aripahoes and Quawpas, from whom 10 scalps were taken: The escort
lost one Captain & 2 privates.
The trad~rs ascertained from the most respectable Mexicans
trading with the Carnaches & Kiawas that on ·the March of the Detacht. out, all their movements were observed, as far back as Council
Grove, & reported in Santa Fe before their arrival: and that the
Same indians acknowledged that in an engagment with the detacht.,
(Aug. 3d.) they had lost_ 8 Killed. It is most probable that a disaffected portion of them had gone on with this news, the remainder
being engaged in the affair of the 11th of the same month.
At 1 o'clock the traders accompanied by Capt. Wickliffe & I;t.
Bro~ke left Camp to return to the Caravan, which Cannot come up
before tomorrow afternoon.
Col. Vizcarra is one of the most celebrated commanderl) of Mexico, the traders agree in acknowledging themselves much indebted to
42. Colonel Vizcarra, see ·New ZJ.1exico Historical Review, Vol ii ~o. 2 page
190 note 20.
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him for his afsistance, & uniform kindnefs & politnefs; he had stated
to them, in case he should not find the Detachment here he would
accompany the Caravan beyond danger in the U. S. territory.
The qnng. officer Received a letter from Mr. Bent stating the
yoke of oxen sent thro' to Santa Fe performed the journey remarkably well,. drawing the whole way, a heavy load, and that he had
sent them back; they were lost in the mountains, on the return;
the Result of carelefsnefs in the· person entrusted with them.
Oct. 12th.
The ·Caravan arrived on the bank of the river opposite at 3
o'clock P. M.: by 6 o'clock the whole had pafsed. Col Vizarro (sic)
was received by the battalion 'under arms, with an appropriate Salute.
There were now collected on this spot about 500 persons, presenting for this Country, an extremely novel variety of dress, language, & arms. 5 different languages were spoke? by persons in considerable number.
We were witnefs to many remarkable ·feats of horsemanship;
and of the often recounted lazo throwing, in the dividing out of a
drove of 2000 horses &c, & in. the buffalo & wild horse chase.
The escort is accompanied by Mr. James Obrayu·'" Sec1:etary of
State of the province of Sata Fe (sic), and deputy to Congress:
the Col., Secretary, a Captain & a pl'iest, the only officel's· of the escort supped with us tonight by invitation.
Oct. 13th.
The Battalion was drilled at 9 o'clock A. M., in presence of the
Mexican Commander: after which fllink comp. (B) was drilled at
light infantry. In the afternoon the company of Mexican regulars
was reviewed by the Comg .. officer: it is very badly armed and drilled:
by :far the bravest and most efficient men of the escort, it is said;
are the Pueblo indians ·of Tous, of which· there are forty: the appearance and performance, of our battalion made evidently a strong
im.prefsion upon the Mexicans; the contrast betweent the two escorts
is irresistable.
The officers of the detachment dined with Col. Vizcarra in
his marquise, by invitation at 4 o'clock; a very handsome and substantial dinner was served up in Mexican or Spanish style.
43. Santiago Abreu, The following is from Twitchell's "Leading Facts of New
Mexican History," Vol ii, p. 62: "Don Santiago Abreu, former governor or jefe
politico of the territory was captured the same day (August 9, 1837. Revolution of
1837-8) near Los Cerrillos, carried to the pueblo of Santo Domingo, where he was
kept in the stocks that night and was killed the following day in a most cruel manner. His hands and feet were cut off, one at a time and shaken in his face, his
tongue and eyes pulled out while the brutes taunted him with the -crimes of which
he had been accused."
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The Cbmmanding officer was presented by Col. V. with· a horse
and Mule;; the latter he prized very highly, having taken'it in battle,
in 'personal combat with a general, or chief.
Indian presents were made to the Pueblos this moi·ning by the
Co mg. officer!. they performed in camp tonight a. dance round the
scalps taken on the 6th. inst.
Oct. 14th.
The battalion was in readinefs to march at sunrise, when the
officers of the detachment visited in a body the Mexican Commander,
~md took leave of him, and his officers.
The lVlarch being now commenced was continued without interruption 'till 5 o'clock P. M., when the Camp was established 18 miles
from last night's
The Caravan in two lines, alternately in front and rear, is always embodied with the detacht, baggage: the drove of about 1500
horses, mules, &c. being always close in rear. A smoke was seen
this forenoon to rise from behind the hills of the right bank of the
Arkansas; it is doubtlefs a signal of ou!' separation, & most likely
for a collection, to attack either Col. Vizcarra's or this command.
Oct. 15th.
The line was in motion at sunrise, at 4 o'clock the Camp was
establishedfor the night after a mal·eh of about 18 miles.
Oct. 16th.
The Battalion marched as usual at sunrise: making a halt of
an hour at noon, it encamped at sunset, having advanced 18 miles
It rained a little yesterday, & the whole of today.

Oct. 17th.
The Battalion reached the Caches at 8 o'clock A. M. it was
slightly detained here, by the cutting up~ of two buffalo killed in
the road by a small party of hunters that had been sent ahead: they
were given to the traders, who were in want of meat.
Making the usual halt for dinner, the Detacht. encamped between
4 & 5 o'clock, after a 1narch of 14 miles.

Oct. 18th.
The Detacht. this Morning left the river: the day is extremely
cold; while pafsing over the hills, it snowed for a half hour: a short
halt was made at noon, without water: at sunset we struck the
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river, & encamped after a march of 20 miles: the river makes here
the great South bend, which was in a great measure cut off by the
route taken by the Command.
·
Oct. 19th.
Water froze last night an inch thick:
The battalion made a halt at noon on a point, or bend of raccoon
(sic) creek, where we had formerly encamped: at sunset the Camp
was established on the Arkansas; the day's march 18 miles.
Many of the oxen have become very lame. the hoof being worn
away by the grafs, which is now dry and as rough as a file.
Oct. 20th.
The battalion pafsed the Pawnee Fork in the afternoon and encamped at 6 o'clock on Ash Greek, after a hard day's march of 20
miles.
Oct. 21st.
The Detacht. marched 18 miles and encamped on Walnut Creek.
there. was no water to be had at dinner.
Oct. 22d.
The .battalion marched today 14 miles and encamped on the bank
of the Arkansas; the traders· have represented that we march too
far in a day to suit their interest, & convenience.
We were surrounded today by immense herds of buffalo, which
continually threatened to break thro' the line; as many as ate wanted
were killed.
Oct. 23d.
The Detacht. left the Arkansas river this morning, not to strike
it again; it rains and is very .cold.
A halt was made for dinner on Cow Creek: on a branch of which
the battalion encamped after dark, having marched 18 miles; we
are tonight without water; this !;)ranch or fork, being perfectly dry.
Oct. 24th.
The battalion reached the Little Arkansas at 12 o'clock. A company company (sic) had been sent ahead to bridge it, if necefsary;
it being low, it was rendered very pafsable by means of the spade,
before the arrival of the battalion.
Two hours were consumed in Crofsing, when the camp was
established for the night. The day's march 10 miles.
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Oct. 25th.
• The caravan have placed t)lemselves out of protection of the Detachment, by separating into parties, some of which are in advance,
others remaing in rear-about 15 owners have gone exprefs to the
SE)ttlements, with the intention of sending out horses and provisions.
The rectangular form of camp, was changed Yesterday to the
compact octagonal one, adopted Aug. 7th., the baggage today is in
single line. two companies in front, & 2 in rear marching by flank
in the road, to avoid the frost; the men being without stockings or
other winter clothing.
The Battalion reached Turkey41 Creek at 8 o'clock at night,
having marched 24 miles. it was all day without water, & here there
is no wood.
We found here a pa~ty of Osages.
Oct. 26th.
The Battalion marched 18 miles, and encamped on the Cottonwood fork of the Neosho.·
Oct. 27th.
The Battalion marched 15 miles and encamped near sunset on a
small stream without wood.
Oct. 28th.
The battalion marched 14 miles and encamped at Diamond
Spring, the march is at present scarcely beyond the rate of one mile
an hour, the oxen continually giving out. one or two waggons are
entirely empty.
Oct. 29th.
The Battalion reached Council Grove at 4 o'clock ~. M. This
afternoon the prairie WJl.S found burnt; some Kansas indians inform
us it is the case from this place to the settlements, they also gave
a description of 4 horses running wild, & which they could not
catch, exactly answering to 4 lost near this place on the march out.
In the woods of the Neosho the Cattle have tonight excellent grafs;
they have grown very poor on the dried grafs, usually, only met
with.
Oct. 30th.
The detachment marched 12 miles, over a hiliy & rocky road and
encamped at sunset on the bank of a stream. the prairies are burnt,
but; as is to be expected, there is grafs on the Creek bottoms.
44.
note 8.

Turkey

Cre~k.

see New. Mexico Hi.•torical Review Vol

ii No. 2 page 180
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Oct. 31st.
The troops we're mustered and inspected immediately after reveillie: the line was in motion as early as usual: the C';:tmp was
established at sunset after a march of about 12 miles.
·
The passage of 3 streams today, consumed much time; it was
necefsary to use the six pounder prolonge attached to the waggons
and pulled by men, to afsist the oxen up their banks.
The weather is extremely cold.
Nov. 1st.
The interpreter who had a good indian horse, was sent ahead,
this morning to the Kansas agency to obtain a guide to meet the
Detachment and conduct it to that place.
·
The Spaniards, and a few traders, state the Osage indians, who
were in Camp last evening, have stolen horses of them.
The detachment encamped at dusk on the bank of a creek, after
a· march of 15 miles.
Nov. 2d.
The Detachment reached 110 mile creek at 12 o'clock: the Camp
was established on its farther bank: this creek has· a large timbered
bottom where the cattle will find good grafs.
Nov . 3d.
Mr. Saugrain,'" the sutler's agent, is obliged to remain at this
45. The following account of Frederick Saugrain was furnished me by Miss
Stella M. Drumm, of the Missouri Historical Society: "Four years ago, when
Frederick Saugrain had reached the great age of 100 years, The Watchman-Advocate
told the story of his life, the oldest white person born on the Louisiana Purchase.
He lived to the age of 104 years, 2 months and 6 days, dying at Sedalia, May 8,
1910. This more than centenarian was born in St. Louis ·March 4, 1806, at what
is now Third and Gratiot streets, and on July ~7. 180G, he was baptized in the old
Walnut Street Cathedral.. Frederick Saugrain was a son of Dr. Antoine Saugrain,
tbie first resident physician in St. Louis. Dr. Saugrain was an intimate friend of
Benjamin Franklin. He was (lPPOinted by the first Spanish governor, De Lassus,
to the position of port surgeon, and later, in 1805, when J effcrson was President
and the vast continental slice had become territory of the United States, the President
re appointed Dr. Saugrain. When the Lewis and Clark expedition was being fitted
out at St. Louis to cross the vast unexplored region northwest of the Pacific coast,
Dr. Saugrain supplied with a generous hand the medicine chest which served the
historic expedition through the unknown region of virgin forest, plain and mountain
to where roll the waters of the peaceful sea and back again to St. Louis. Mr.
Saugrain died Sunday night at the home of his daughter, Mrs. John Waddel1, at
Sedalia, after suffering several days with· a severe cold. He had lived in St. Louis,
a prosperous ~itizen like his father. until he was· a very old man. He retained
all his faculties in a wonderful degree until a few years ago, when his sight failed
him. At the time of his death he was blind. Monday his remains were brought
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creek, his transportation having entirely given out, and ours being
nearly as bad, he cannot be afsisted; his afsistant, accompanied yesterday the express, for the purpose of getting fresh oxen: a CorpI.
& 8 men were left with him.
The Detachment made the usual halt at noon, but without water:
between 4 & 5 o'clock P. M. it pafsed a dry creek; wood and water
however might have been obtained on it, about a half mile frmn the
road; the march was continued a mile or 2, when the Camp was
established in the prairie, without either wood or water.
About sunset the exprefs arrived with a guide. It was thought
necefsary after dark, to burn the prairie on the right of the Camp,
to protect it from a fire that was rapidly approaching from that
quarter.
Nov. 4th.
At 3 o'clock today the Detachment reached the point where it
leaves the trace. the road has been staked off; the stakes however
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to St. Louis and taken to the home of another daughter, Mrs. William H. Pettus,
at 4373 Westminister plade. Funeral services were conducted at the old cathedral
on Walnut street, where he had been bar>tized 104 years before. There were present
descendants of many old St. Louis families, including memberR of the Papin, .Chouteau and Lucas families. Some of the family names of the Sugrain descendants
are Waddell,
Pettus, Von Phul, Noel, Croke, Reel, Taylor, Kennerly, Bird, and
Glasgow. Frederick Sauirain was a Southe~n sympathizer during the Civil War, as
was his father, Dr. Antoine Francis Saugrain, but both were close friends of
General Grant. After the close of the Mexican war Captain Grant resigned his
commi~sion in ·the army and came to his ·Wife's home to live.
Frederick Saugrain
was ~ near neighbor and assisted in erecting the famous Grant cabin which stands
on the Dent farm where it was built for the use of Grant. He never overlooked an
opportunity to make me il·el that he was my friend, Saugrain once said, and· while
my son sought the ranks of the Confederate army, the general was always glad to
see me, and many times recalled the building· of the cabin. On one occasion when
General Grant was the guest of honor at a reception in St. Louis, and while he was
surrounded by the great men of the nation, he caught sight of me in a distant
corner. Leaving his distinguished friends, he rushed toward me with outstretched
hand and, calling me by my first name, said : 'My old friend and· neighbor of the
Gravois creek district.' Why have you not written to me? I am always glad. to see
the. man who helped me build my cabin. Frederick Saugrain had lived in Sedalia a
number oi years, receiving visits from his old friends, to whom be was alwaYs re~dY
to relate incidents of the early history of St. Louis. In 1907, the occasion of his
one hundred and first anniversary, a big family reunion was held in' the Sa~grairi
home. with an attendance of more than 100 members of the family. The heroine
of The Rose of Old St. Louis was a ward of Dr. Saugrain, and the story was woven
about the home in which Frederick Saugrain was born. (The Watchman- Advocate,
Clayton, Mo. May 13, 1920) Mr. Saugrain's mother was ·Rosalie Michaud. He married
Marie Louis Dima Provenchet:e. November 2, 183;i."
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It has rained hard, and steadily since 12 o'clock last night; we
of course arrived wet to the skin: this is the first water or wood
we have had for 36 hours; but for the cold rain, the oxen could not
pofsibly have accomplished the march.
Oct. 5th. (sic)
It was necefsary to let the waggons without teams down· the
bank of this creek with ropes. the line was in motion at 9 o'clock;
it reached the Kansas river at 4 o'clock P. M. having marched about
12 miles.
The pafsage of the baggage, or rather waggons· was immediately
commenced: the river being very low, it was accomplished with difficulty by 10 o'clock at night, the Men being Continually in the water
to lift the flat over a sand. bar in the Middle of the river- one Company only, crofsed and encamped with the baggage.
Oct. 6th.
The !line was in motion at 9 o'clock A. M. a halt of an hour
was made at the agency: a guide was obtained to conduct the command a few miles,. there being from this place to Cant. Leavth, no
road: a party of Pioneers was sent a head to cut a pafsable trace:
The battalion encamped at 4 o'clock P. M. on one of the many
creeks, and 5 miles from the agency.
The battalion marched about 14 miles and encamped on the
farther bank of Stranger River•• after dark: the waggons were drawn
today principally by the men; a rope being attached to the waggons,
in front of a worn out yoke of oxen: It is 11 miles to Cant. Leavth.
Nov. 8th.
The Command reached Cant. Leavenworth at 7 o'clock P. M:.
The battalion marched into garrison in Column of Companies,
by field music: it was received with a Salute of 15 guns.-·---~46. Stranger Creek, called Big Stranger creek on U. S. Land Office maps,
"""th several feeders in Atchison, J~fferson and Leavenworth Counties, Kansas,
flows in a southerly direction through Leavenworth Comity, and flows into· the Kansas
:River near Linwood, Kan.

